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Al Qudra Holding PJSC and Its Subsidiaries

NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 December 2021

32 FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT continued

Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Group will be unable to meet its funding requirements. The maturity profile of
financial liabilities is monitored by management to ensure adequate liquidity is maintained.

Cash flow forecasting is performed in the operating entities of the Group and aggregated by the Group Finance. The
Group finance monitors rolling forecasts of the Group’s liquidity requirements to ensure it has sufficient cash to meet
operational needs while maintaining sufficient headroom on its undrawn committed borrowing facilities at all times
so that the Group does not breach borrowing limits or covenants on any of its borrowing facilities. Such forecasting
takes into consideration the Group’s debts financing plans, covenant compliance and compliance with internal
consolidation statement of financial position targets.

The table below analyses the Group’s financial liabilities into relevant maturity groupings based on the remaining
period at the reporting date to the contractual maturity date. The amounts disclosed in the table are the contractual
undiscounted cash flows:

Less than 3 to 12 1 to 5 > 5 years
3 months months years years Total

AED AED AED AED AED

At 31 December 2021
Trade payables 835,000 1,132,934 28,707 - 1,996,641
Amounts due to related parties 486,143 - - - 486,143
Loans and borrowings 55,916 138,353 892,863 1,236,054 2,323,186
Lease liabilities       6,381               -     8,608     93,118    108,107

1,383,440 1,271,287 930,178 1,329,172 4,914,077

At 31 December 2020
Trade payables 634,800 984,161 19,326 - 1,638,287
Amounts due to related parties 58,304 - - - 58,304
Loans and borrowings 62,350 699,870 918,019 731,266 2,411,505
Lease liabilities      14,375                -     7,324      94,657    116,356

   769,829  1,684,031 944,669 825,923 4,224,452

Interest rate risk
The following table demonstrates the sensitivity of the consolidated statement of comprehensive income to reasonably
possible changes in interest rates, with all other variables held constant. The sensitivity of the consolidated statement
of comprehensive income is the effect of the assumed changes in interest rates on the Group’s profit for one year,
based on the floating rate financial assets and liabilities held at 31 December 2021.

(Decrease) increase
in profit for

the year
AED

2021
+ 100 increase in basis points (16,612)
- 100 decrease in basis points 16,612

2020
+ 100 increase in basis points (23,999)
- 100 decrease in basis points 23,999




